information. However, this understanding comes largely from studying its anatomical connections, and 30 less is known about how thalamic activity may itself contribute to a given sensory process or motor 31 behavior. The lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) is perhaps the most well known thalamic nucleus, as it 32 relays sensory information from the retina to the primary visual cortex (Sherman 2007 ). However, the 33 roles of other nuclei related to executive and motor control (e.g., MD, VA, VL and ventroposterolateral 34
[VPL]) are less clear. Their functional dissociation is critical for understanding the role of thalamic 35 processing, given that lesions to distinct thalamic nuclei can produce distinct behavioral deficits with 36 variable prognoses (Schmahmann 2003) . These nuclei have all been proposed to be part of the neural 37 circuitry controlling saccade generation (Schlag and Schlag-Rey 1984; Schlag-Rey and Schlag 1984) , and 38 studying the roles of these nuclei in more detail using the prosaccade (look towards a visual stimulus) 39
and antisaccade (look away from a visual stimulus) tasks allows one to examine the functional 40 differences in these nuclei between two behaviors that differ in the degree of executive and motor 41 Alexander et al. 1986) , and it has also been shown 126 that the MD displays spatially-specific firing properties in a delayed-response task that were similar to 127 the firing properties observed in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Tanibuchi and Goldman-Rakic 2003) . 128
Thus, the MD nucleus should not be dismissed as a thalamic nucleus that is not important for 129
antisaccade performance, because it may carry critical preparatory signals that were not observed in 130 these experiments due to the particular methodology employed (e.g., predictable response initiation, 131 muscimol inactivation at the MD -VA/VL border). 
